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ABSTRACT 
A function o on a vector space V which is both additive and involutory is said to 
be a reflector on V. For spec,(x):= $x + a(x)], the range of spec, is called the 
speculum of o. It naturally generalizes (among many others) the classes of hermitian, 
perhermitian, and real matrices. This paper gives some basic results for reflectors, 
followed by results for reflectors which preserve or invert the specula of other 
reflectors. 
I. PRELIMINARIES 
Let V be a vector space. A function CT : V -B V that is additive and 
involutory [u 2( x) = x for all x E V ] is said to be a rejector on V. The set 
of reflectors on V will be denoted R(V). Note that every involutory function 
(hence every reflector) is a bijection. 
For any reflector cr on a vector space V whose scalar field has character- 
istic not equal to 2 we define two functions on V by spec,( x) := i[ x + (T(X)] 
and skew,( x> := i[ x - o(x)]. (Note that these functions are idempotent.) 
* The material in this paper forms a part of a D.A. Thesis [9] written by Siler at Idaho State 
University under the direction of Hill. 
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Further, the range of spec, [skew,] is said to be the speculum [skew 
speculum] of the reflector u. 
The speculum of a reflector is a natural generalization of the sets of real, 
hermitian, perhermitian, centrohermitian, K-real, and K-hermitian matrices 
(the latter include symmetric, persymmetric, etc.) as well as of the sets of 
linear transformations that preserve any of these sets of matrices. In addition, 
the speculum generalizes the sets of even and odd functions on a vector 
space, sets of elements fKed by an involutory permutation on n-space, and 
sets of matrices fixed by functions that negate or conjugate prescribed subsets 
of entries. Table 1 lists examples of reflectors on the space of n by n complex 
matrices versus the speculum induced by the reflector. As in [3] and [4], 
J = (6. 1, ,l _j+ i> is the unit perdiagonal matrix. 
In this paper we give some basic results for reflectors, including a 
“Cartesian” decomposition, followed by results for reflectors that preserve or 
invert specula of other reflectors. 
II. BASIC CONCEPTS 
The foIlowing characterization theorem is immediate. 
THEOREM 2.1. For any u E R(V), we have that 
spec,(V) = {X E V/a(x) = x}, 
skew,(V) = (x E V]a( X) = -x). 
Note that this theorem implies that spec,(V) f~ skew,(V) = (0). Hence- 
forth, the parentheses in spec,(V) and skew,(V) will be suppressed. 
TABLE 1 
MATRIX REFLECTORSANDTHEIRSPECULA 
a(A) spec, M,(C) 
A Real matrices 
AT Symmetric matrices 
$J 
Hermitian matrices 
Centrosymmetric matrices 
IAT1 Persymmetric matrices 
JAJr Centrohermitian matrices 
lA*.l Perhermitian matrices 
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Among other results, the following decomposition theorem generalizes 
the Toeplitz (Cartesian) decomposition A = H + iK with unique H, K E H, 
[7], the Hadamard decomposition A = R, + iR, with R,, R, E M,(R), the 
decomposition into perhermitian and skew-perhermitian matrices [4] or cen- 
trohermitian and skew-centrohermitian matrices [3], the Hill-Waters general- 
ization [5], and the Barker-Hill-Haertel decomposition [l] of a hermitian- 
preserving linear transformation. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let u E (V). Then for any z E V there exist unique 
x E spec, V and y E skew, V such that .z = x + y; hence, V = spec, V @ 
skew, V (where @ denotes the direct sum). 
Proof. For z E V, let x = spec, z andy E skew,, Z. The x + y = :[z 
+ c+(z)] + +[z - a(z)] = z. For uniqueness, let xi + yi = x2 + ys, where 
xi, x2 E spec, V and yi, ys E skew, V. Then xi - yi = a(~,) + a(~,) = 
a(x, + yi) = (+(x2 + ye) = o(xZ) + a(y2> = x2 - ys. Adding the above 
equations yields xi = x2, with yi = ys following immediately. n 
The following theorem is immediate from the subspace characterization 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let V be a vector space over a field F of characteristic 
not equal to two. Zf u E R(V), then spec, V and skew, V are vector spaces 
over the prime subfield of F (cf. [6, p. 2791). Moreover, if F is ordered and 
u is nonnegative-homogeneous, then spec, V and skew, V are vector spaces 
over F. 
III. SPECULUM PRESERVERS AND INVERTORS 
Let V be a vector space over C. A reflector (T on V is said to be 
conjugate-homogeneous iff (+(cx> = Es(x) for all c E C, x E V. It is imme- 
diate for a conjugate-homogeneous (+ E R(V) that 
x E spec, V iff ix E skew, V. (*) 
THEOREM 3.1. Let V be a vector space over C, and let L(V) denote the 
set of linear maps on V. Let u E R(V) b e conjugate-homogeneous. Define 
@:= {p E L(V)lcp(spec,V) c spec,V], 
9 := {$ E L(V)l$(spec,V) G skew, V}. 
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Then there exists a unique conjugate-homogeneous reflector T on L(V) such 
that @ = spec, L(V) and q = skew, L(V ). 
Proof. Define T on L(V ) by T( cp) := crc+xr. (Juxtaposition indicates 
composition.) Then T is additive, involutory, and conjugate-homogeneous. 
Let 9 E spec, L(V) and x E spec,V. Then (T(~(x)) = a(q(cr(x))) = 
(crcpo)(x) = [r(q)](x) = q(x). Thus, q(x) E spec,V and q E a. 
Now let cp E @ and z E V. By Theorem 2.2 there exist unique vectors 
x E spec, V and y E skew, V such that z = x + y. Then 
[d(p)l(z) = (mpaXx + y> = (WX x - y> = a(cp(r)> - d&jN = cp(x> 
-ia&iy) = cp(x) + cp(y) = q(z). 
Thus 7((p) = 9, which gives us that p E spec, L(V ). It follows, mutatis 
mutandis, that * = skew, L(V ). 
An element of @ above is naturally called a u-speculum preserver, 
whereas an element of 1I’ is said to be a cT-speculum invertor. Among others, 
the following theorem generalizes results from Hill [2] and Poluikis and Hill 
[8] on hermitian-preservers; Hill, Bates, and Waters on perhermitian pre- 
servers [4] and centrohermitian preservers [3]; and Hill and Waters on K-real 
and K-hermitian preservers [5]. Corresponding results on these preservers 
could have been proven for invertors had that concept been in use. In any 
case, Theorem 3.3, which characterizes a-speculum invertors, specializes to 
results for hermitian, perhermitian, centrohermitian, K-hermitian, and K-real 
invertors that do not appear in the literature. 
THEOREM 3.2. For conjugate-homogeneous (T, T E R(V > the following 
are equivalent: 
6) 7 is a-speculum preserving; 
(ii) T is u-skew-speculum preserving; 
(iii) ur E R(V >; 
(iv) u and Q- commute. 
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is an immediate consequence of 
(*). For (i) * (iii), let z E V. By Theorem 2.2, there exist unique X, y E 
spec, V such that z = x + iy. Then T(X), d y) E spec, V. Thus, 
(u~)Yz) = ~T((T(T(x)) + a(7(iy))) = (TT(T(X) - I) = u(x) - u(iy) 
=x+iy=z; and hence UT is involutory. Since it is clearly additive, UT is 
thus a reflector. 
For (iii) 3 (iv), let z E V. Then z = (ur)‘( .z) = urur( z), which im- 
plies that ru(z) = TUUTUT(Z) = TTUT(Z) = UT(Z), yielding TU= UT. 
For (iv) * (i), let x E spec, V. Then x = U(X), which implies that 
r(r) = MU = UT(X). Thus, r(x) E spec, V, which gives us that r is 
u-speculum preserving. 
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THEOREM 3.3. Let CT, T E R(V) be conjugate-homogeneous. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
(i) r(spec, V) c skew, V; 
(ii) T(skew, V) G spec, V; 
(iii) (T and 7 anticommute, i.e., cr7 = - Tu; 
(iv) i( ~77) E R(V >. 
Proof. That (i) e (ii) is immediate from (*). 
For(i) 3 (iii), let z E V. By Theorem 2.2 there exist unique x E spec, V 
and y E skew, V such that z = x + y. Then TU(Z) = T(+(x + y> = T(U(X) 
+ c+(y)) = 7(x - y) = T(X) - 7(y) = -dT(x)) - 47(y)) = -dT 
(x + y)) = -UT(Z). Thus, VT = -TU. 
For (iii) * (i), let x E spec,V. Then T(X) = T(c+(x)) = -VT(X); thus, 
T(X) E skew, V. 
Finally, for (iv) H (iii), let c denote the identity mapping on V_ Then 
(imr)’ = L iff - UTUT = L iff UT = - TU (composing on the left by the 
bijection - TU 1. n 
In [3] Hill, Bates, and Waters give a “two-out-of-three” result; viz., if a 
matrix satisfies two of three conditions of perhermitian, centrohermitian, and 
symmetric, then it satisfies the third also. The following theorem generalizes 
this theorem as well as the Hill-Waters result [5]. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let p, u, T E R(V). Let L denote the identity map on V. 
Then par = L iff the composition of any two of p, CT, and T (in either order) 
equals the third. Further, these (equivalent) conditions imply that the 
intersection of either the specula or the skew-specula of any two of p, u, and 
T is contained in the speculum of the third. 
Proof. Assume that PUT = L. Then pa = 7-l = T = ( pu 1-l = up ‘pm’ 
= up. Also, u = p% = pT; u = pi = u-l = ~-‘pf’ = up. Similarly, p = 
UT = TU. Conversely, if pa = T, then ( pu)~ = 72 = L. 
Let x E spec, V n spec, V. Then u(x) = x = r(x) and p(x) = 
p(u(x)) = T(X) = x; hence, r E spec, V, yielding spec, V n spec, V L 
spec, V. The two other inclusions are immediate from interchanging roles for 
the reflectors. 
Finally, let y E skew, V n skew, V. Then u(y) = -y = T(Y) and p( y> 
= p( - u(y)) = -p(u( y>> = - T(Y) = y, which implies that y E spec,V. 
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